The evolution of a pair of chromosomes that differ in appearance between males and females (heteromorphic sex chromosomes) has occurred repeatedly across plants and animals. Recent work has shown that the male heterogametic (XY) and female heterogametic (ZW) sex chromosomes evolved independently from different pairs of homomorphic autosomes in the common ancestor of birds and mammals but also that X and Z chromosomes share many convergent molecular features. However, little is known about how often heteromorphic sex chromosomes have either evolved convergently from different autosomes or in parallel from the same pair of autosomes and how universal patterns of molecular evolution on sex chromosomes really are. Among winged insects with sequenced genomes, there are male heterogametic species in both the Diptera (e.g., Drosophila melanogaster) and the Coleoptera (Tribolium castaneum), female heterogametic species in the Lepidoptera (Bombyx mori), and haplodiploid species in the Hymenoptera (e.g., Nasonia vitripennis). By determining orthologous relationships among genes on the X and Z chromosomes of insects with sequenced genomes, we are able to show that these chromosomes are not homologous to one another but are homologous to autosomes in each of the other species. These results strongly imply that heteromorphic sex chromosomes have evolved independently from different pairs of ancestral chromosomes in each of the insect orders studied. We also find that the convergently evolved X chromosomes of Diptera and Coleoptera share genomic features with each other and with vertebrate X chromosomes, including excess gene movement from the X to the autosomes. However, other patterns of molecular evolution-such as increased codon bias, decreased gene density, and the paucity of male-biased genes on the X-differ among the insect X and Z chromosomes. Our results provide evidence for both differences and nearly universal similarities in patterns of evolution among independently derived sex chromosomes.
Introduction
Animals and plants have evolved an array of different sexchromosome karyotypes, including male heterogametic (XX/XY), female heterogametic (ZZ/ZW), and homomorphic systems (Bull 1983; Charlesworth and Mank 2010) . The generally accepted model for the evolution of heteromorphic sex chromosomes proposes that these chromosomes evolved from a pair of autosomes containing a sexdetermining locus (Rice 1996; Charlesworth et al. 2005; Bachtrog 2006) . Natural selection is then thought to favor the tight linkage of sex-determining alleles with sexually antagonistic alleles (i.e., alleles that are favorable in one sex but harmful in the other), which further selects for inhibited local recombination between the proto-sex chromosomes (Fisher 1931; Bull 1983; Rice 1987) . Though there is some disagreement about the mechanisms that drive the cessation of recombination (Ironside 2010) , the end result of this process is two highly differentiated chromosomes.
Exactly how and why autosomes containing sexdetermining loci begin a progression to heteromorphic sex chromosomes-and whether these will become XY or ZW pairs-is unclear, especially as there appear to be stable homomorphic systems in many taxa (Gilchrist and Haldane 1947) . One further complication is that in some homomorphic species the sex-determining genes can move between undifferentiated autosomes (e.g., in salmonid fishes; Woram et al. 2003) . This movement implies that the progression to heteromorphic sex chromosomes may involve different pairs of autosomes, even among closely related taxa that differ only in the location of the sex-determining locus (Ross et al. 2009 ). Indeed, a comparison of the Z chromosome of birds with the X chromosome of therian mammals (marsupials and placentals) demonstrated that the sex chromosomes are not homologous to one another but rather to different autosomes in each species (Bellott et al. 2010 ). This strongly suggests that these sex chromosomes independently evolved from different autosomal pairs in the amniote ancestor (Bellott et al. 2010) .
While finding independent origins for the X and Z chromosomes in amniotes is striking, these sex chromosomes appear to have evolved only once in each clade; all therian mammals have homologous XY systems and all birds have homologous ZW systems (Graves 2008) . Further study of the frequency of parallel or convergent evolution of sex chromosomes requires a clade with a number of different sex-chromosome systems represented in disparate taxa.
Fish are one such clade (Mank et al. 2006; Graves and Peichel 2010) , though there are relatively few sequenced genomes in this group. Another opportunity is found in the winged insects, where sex-chromosome systems are highly variable even within individual orders and there are whole-genome sequences representing each system. For instance, the order Diptera contains species with XX/XY, XX/XO, ZZ/ZW, multiple-X, and homomorphic sex-chromosome karyotypes (Marin and Baker 1998; Rai and Black 1999; Davies and Roderick 2005; Kaiser and Bachtrog 2010) . Based on whole-genome data, relationships between the sex chromosomes within the Diptera are fairly clear. The presence of a large number and proportion of shared orthologs on the X chromosomes of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and the mosquito Anopheles gambiae strongly suggests that they are derived from a homologous ancestor (Zdobnov et al. 2002) but not necessarily one that was a differentiated X chromosome in the ancestral species. These X chromosomes are also homologous to one arm of chromosome 1-which contains the sex-determining locus-in the homomorphic mosquito, Aedes aegypti (Nene et al. 2007 ). However, the X chromosome in the stalk-eyed fly Teleopsis dalmanni is not homologous to the other sequenced dipteran X chromosomes, instead sharing greatest similarity with D. melanogaster chromosome 2L (Baker and Wilkinson 2010) . The phylogenetic distribution of sex-chromosome systems (Marin and Baker 1998; Rai and Black 1999) and the patterns of Xchromosome evolution (Toups and Hahn 2010) suggest that both the common ancestor of all dipterans and the more recent common ancestor of mosquitoes had homomorphic sex chromosomes. This implies that the evolution of differentiated sex chromosomes has occurred both from the same pair of autosomes in D. melanogaster and An. gambiae (parallel evolution) and from a different pair of autosomes in Te. dalmanni (convergent evolution).
Among all winged insects with fully sequenced genomes, several orders and sex-chromosome karyotypes are represented. These include XX/XY in the Diptera (e.g., D. melanogaster and An. gambiae) and Coleoptera (Tribolium castaneum), ZZ/ZW in the Lepidoptera (Bombyx mori), homomorphic systems in the Diptera (Ae. aegypti), and haplodiploidy in the Hymenoptera (Nasonia vitripennis). Although phylogenetic evidence points to incompletely heteromorphic or homomorphic sex chromosomes in the ancestor of winged insects, nothing outside of Diptera is known about the relationships among the sex chromosomes. One general hypothesis is that there may have been factors that predisposed one or more ancestral autosomes to later transform into the sex chromosomes, possibly because of the presence of conserved sex-determining genes (Graves and Peichel 2010) . Considering just the Dipteran X, the Coleopteran X, and the Lepidopteran Z, there are three specific models that could explain the evolution of sex chromosomes given the currently established phylogeny (Huerta-Cepas et al. 2010 ). In a model of complete independence, all three lineages would have evolved sex chromosomes from distinct ancestral autosomes ( fig. 1A ). In a model of partial independence, the two X chromosomes may have evolved from a ''proto-X'' autosome, whereas the Z originated independently ( fig. 1B) . Finally, in a single-origin model, all three sets of sex chromosomes may have evolved from a common ''proto-sex'' autosome, which may have had properties predisposing its transformation into the various heteromorphic sex chromosomes ( fig. 1C ). Distinguishing among these models will provide evidence on the propensity for parallel versus convergent evolution of sex chromosomes.
Comparative genomics has also revealed many molecular features of sex chromosomes that appear to have evolved independently in multiple lineages. In those cases where the gene content of the sex chromosomes is known, the heterogametic chromosome (Y or W) has repeatedly lost many genes and genetic functions while gaining a large number of transposable elements and other repetitive sequences (Lahn and Page 1997; Skaletsky et al. 2003; Abe et al. 2008; Bachtrog et al. 2008) . The homogametic sex chromosomes (X or Z) of several species have also been shown to have distinct properties of gene composition and gene evolution when compared with autosomes (Vicoso and Charlesworth 2006; Ellegren and Parsch 2007; Wilson and Makova 2009; Charlesworth and Mank 2010; Kaiser and Bachtrog 2010; Ellegren 2011) . Among insect X chromosomes (particularly the Drosophila X), previous analyses have found unique patterns of evolution in terms of: excess gene movement off the X (Betran et al. 2002; Dai et al. 2006; Meisel et al. 2009; Vibranovski et al. 2009 ), increased codon bias on the X ( Pease and Hahn · doi:10.1093/molbev/mss010 MBE of male-biased genes on the X (Parisi et al. 2003; Sturgill et al. 2007 ). In addition, a comparison of the mammal X and bird Z revealed convergent duplication of many testis-expressed genes and concomitant expansion of intergenic regions (Mueller et al. 2008; Bellott et al. 2010) ; however, there is no such increase in testis-biased genes on the Drosophila X chromosome (Parisi et al. 2003; Sturgill et al. 2007 ), though to our knowledge no analysis of gene density on the X relative to autosomes has been reported. The observation of both shared and uniquely evolved features of unrelated homogametic sex chromosomes suggests that there may be lineage-specific forces driving their evolution. Therefore, we also examined many of these patterns of molecular evolution among winged insects.
The increasing number of complete genomes in winged insects provides a new opportunity to study the evolution of sex chromosomes. In the following, we examine the genomes of five species that both encompass a variety of sexspecific karyotypes and have a majority of their sequenced genomes assigned to physical chromosomes: An. gambiae (XX/XY), B. mori (ZZ/ZW), D. melanogaster (XX/XY), Tr. castaneum (XX/XY), and N. vitripennis (haplodiploid). The comparison of these different systems will allow us to distinguish among models for the evolution of winged insect sex chromosomes ( fig. 1 ), while also revealing any patterns of shared and unique characteristics of sex chromosomes. Kim et al. 2010) . A summary of the genome data is shown in table 1. Peptide sequence local alignment scores for the full set of five genomes were calculated using mpiBLAST v1.5.0 (http://www.mpiblast.org). BlastP bit scores , 200 were excluded, and the remaining genes were clustered using MCL (v10.201; van Dongen 2000) . After clustering, we removed all proteins unmapped to chromosomes in their respective genomes. Of the 14,082 clusters, 1,514 contained exactly one peptide from each of the five species. These likely represent one-to-one orthologs across species and are used for many of the analyses included here; we refer to them as ''exclusive ortholog sets. '' In order to quantify the degree to which chromosomes are homologous, we first counted the number of exclusive ortholog sets on each chromosome for all possible pairings among the five species. Because there are different numbers of chromosomes in each species and different sizes of chromosomes within each species, simply counting the number of exclusive orthologous sets shared between chromosomes is not a good measure of homology. For instance, a large chromosome in one species would mistakenly be inferred as homologous to many smaller chromosomes in each of the other species. Therefore, in order to accurately assess the probability that two chromosomes share a large number of orthologous genes because of shared history and not convergent acquisition of a small number of transposed genes, we generated a randomized distribution of orthologous pairings. For each pair of species, we first distributed 1,514 simulated genes among chromosomes proportional to the true number of total genes on each chromosome for each of the two species and then randomly paired genes in order to simulate exclusive ortholog sets. (We treated chromosome arms as whole chromosomes in An. gambiae and D. melanogaster.) The observed number of shared orthologs for each pair of chromosomes was then compared against 100,000 randomly generated distributions. The resulting P values represent the proportion of simulated ortholog pairs that were greater than that observed in the data. Cases where the P value is less than 10 À5 indicate that the number of exclusive ortholog sets shared between two chromosomes exceeded all values in the simulated data.
Materials and Methods
In order to measure codon usage bias, we computed the effective number of codons (ENC; Wright 1990) for all coding sequences on each chromosome in the four heteromorphic species. ENC measures the number of codons used per gene, without the need to specify optimal codons; it is therefore a useful measure for comparisons across species. Differences in codon usage among chromosomes were tested using Wilcoxon's rank test.
To investigate patterns of gene movement to and from X chromosomes, we took advantage of the fact that the movement of genes duplicated via retrotransposition can be easily polarized. Retrotransposition occurs when a parental gene is transcribed, the resulting mRNA is reverse transcribed into cDNA, and it is then inserted into the genome at a new location (Hollis et al. 1982; Karin and Richards 1982; Ueda et al. 1982) . The daughter gene therefore lacks all introns-they are removed during processing of the mRNA-but retains coding exons and untranslated regions. One can therefore polarize the direction of duplication from parental genes (with introns) to daughter genes (without introns). To find retrotransposed MBE duplicates, we separately calculated Blast scores and clustered with MCL for all peptides in a single species. Withinspecies clusters that include only one gene sequence with no introns and one gene sequence with .1 intron were considered putative daughter retrogenes and parental genes, respectively. The location of each gene on a chromosome was recorded, discarding any pair that did not have both genes mapped to a chromosome as well as any pairs with both genes on the same chromosome. We retained only retrogene-parent pairs with sequence similarity .50% and where the retrogene was at least 70% the length of the parent gene; sequence identity was calculated using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Python module nwalign v0.3.1). In order to determine whether there was biased movement of genes between chromosomes, we compared the observed counts of movements from the X to autosomes, from the autosomes to the X, and between autosomes to the values expected based on individual chromosome lengths and the number of genes on each chromosome (Betran et al. 2002) . Observed and expected values were compared with a v 2 goodness-of-fit test (degrees of freedom 5 2).
Results and Discussion

Independent Origins of Sex Chromosomes
We used the presence of shared orthologous genes to assess the homology of individual chromosomes among the winged insects. Our randomization method (see Materials and Methods) allowed us to control for the possibility that two chromosomes share genes by chance alone, which is equivalent to a scenario in which there has been so much gene movement between chromosomes that there is no signal of shared history. Low P values for the number of exclusive ortholog sets shared between two chromosomes implies that there is a low probability that the observed number of genes would occur at random. The most parsimonious inference is therefore that the chromosomes have a shared history. Conversely, because multiple linked genes can be moved between chromosomes via single mutational events, significant pairings do not necessarily indicate wholesale homology between chromosomes; instead, they indicate that there are significant portions of the two chromosomes that have a common ancestor. Many previous studies of chromosomal homology have taken the spatial relationship of genes into account (i.e., the synteny of contiguous gene blocks). Because very high rates of rearrangement within single insect chromosomes can occur even within a genus (e.g., Drosophila; Bhutkar et al. 2008) , resolving these movements among species in distantly diverged orders is likely a near impossibility. Considering these high rates and the limitations of current genome assemblies, we did not consider the spatial relationship of genes along chromosomes here.
Because patterns of chromosomal homology are already established for D. melanogaster and An. gambiae (Zdobnov et al. 2002) , we were able to use this comparison as a positive control for our ortholog clustering method. Consistent with previous work, we found highly significant pairings between D. melanogaster:An. gambiae chromosomes X:X, 2L:3R, 2R:2L, 3L:2L, and 3R:2R (supplementary table S1b, Supplementary Material online). These results suggest that our method correctly identifies homologous relationships between chromosomes, at least at this level of divergence (200-250 million years; Gaunt and Miles 2002; Wiegmann et al. 2009 ). This comparison also confirms the homology of the Dipteran X chromosomes as chromosomes, even if these were not differentiated in their most recent common ancestor.
All other sex chromosomes showed no significant similarity with each other, though each did show significant similarity to autosomes in the other species considered. Figure 2 summarizes the relationships between individual sex chromosomes and the autosome sharing the greatest numbers of genes with them (P , 10 À5 ) in the Diptera, Coleoptera, and Lepidoptera (see also supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). For instance, the B. mori Z chromosome shares a significant number of orthologs with D. melanogaster chromosome 3L but not with the X chromosome of this species. Among X chromosomes, the X of D. melanogaster/An. gambiae shares only three exclusive orthologs with the X of Tr. castaneum. This is less than ;0.3% of all genes on the Dipteran X and is comparable to the number shared with the Z chromosome of B. mori (4, or ;0.4% of all genes). Although the X of Tr. castaneum is homologous to D. melanogaster 3R and An. gambiae 3R, each of which also shares homology with the D. melanogaster/An. gambiae X, it is not the same genes that are orthologous in these fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online).
Taken together, our data support the independent evolution of sex chromosomes from separate ancestral linkage groups in all three insect orders ( fig. 1A) . The independent evolution of the XX/XY karyotypes in both the Coleopteran and Dipteran lineages also suggests that the sex chromosomes had not fully differentiated in the shared ancestor of Lepidoptera and Diptera, which is further supported by analyses strongly suggesting that the Dipteran common ancestor did not have differentiated sex chromosomes (see Introduction). However, we cannot be sure that the ancestor of all winged insects was homomorphic given the apparent frequency with which different sex chromosome systems have evolved. Furthermore, the ancestral chromosomes were likely different for each sex chromosome (consistent with the model presented in fig. 1A ), indicating that there were no predisposing features of the ancestral chromosomes that caused them to evolve in parallel toward the various forms of heterogamety. While these insect orders last shared a common ancestor ;300 Ma (Wiegmann et al. 2009) , and the sequenced genomes may not be representative of every member of their respective orders, our results do strongly support at least three independent origins of heterogametic sex chromosomes. Relationships between the X and Z chromosomes in the heteromorphic species and the chromosomes of N. vitripennis were mixed (supplementary table S1 and also see table S2 , Supplementary Material online), suggesting that there may not have been a large autosome present in the common ancestor of all winged insects that was the progenitor of all X chromosomes (cf. fig. 1B ). However, it is also true that the N. vitripennis genome has the largest proportion of unmapped genes of all species considered here (table 1); continued efforts to map genes onto chromosomes in this species may either overturn or further support a single ancestral chromosome.
We considered several aspects of our analyses that could have impacted our results. It was possible that we would not have enough power to detect significant relationships among the sex chromosomes and, therefore, would not be able to detect shared histories even if they existed. However, the fact that we do observe highly significant signals of shared histories between the sex chromosomes and individual autosomes obviates this concern. Assignments of orthology can often be highly dependent on initial clustering parameters, so we reclustered genes with bit-score cutoffs of 35, 70, 100, and 200, while also varying the clustering granularity (MCL parameter ''I'') from 4 to 7. We found that all homologous relationships were qualitatively robust to these parameter changes (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). We also used orthologous assignments that allowed for multiple paralogs within any species, as long as there were only genes from a single chromosome for each species (inclusive ortholog sets). This allowed clusters on the same chromosome to be counted as a single orthologous comparison point but avoided ambiguous clusters where peptides were present on different chromosomes in the same species. The change in methodology increased the number of orthologous sets to approximately 2,800-3,800 for each pair of species but again caused no change to the homologous relationships observed among the sex chromosomes (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). The robustness of the results to varying parameters and methods of analysis suggests that our conclusions are also robust.
To independently confirm our results using pairwise orthology assignments, we downloaded ortholog relationships between all pairs of the species considered here from the InParanoid database (Ostlund et al. 2010 ). The number of orthologs increased to 4,300-5,300 for the various pairwise comparisons, but all homologous relationships remained the same as in our original analysis (supplementary tables S2 and S4, Supplementary Material online). Comparison of the exclusive ortholog sets, inclusive ortholog sets, and InParanoid ortholog sets showed that all pairwise chromosome comparisons between species had correlations .0.95 for the number of shared genes (supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online).
Convergent Features of Sex Chromosomes
Previous analyses of the mammalian X and bird Z chromosome identified a number of convergent molecular features, including low gene density compared to autosomes and an increased number of testis-specific genes (Bellott et al. 2010 ). We were therefore interested in whether there were convergent features of insect homogametic sex chromosomes. In particular, we examined four molecular features of the sex chromosomes considered here: 1) gene movement off the X and Z, 2) codon bias on the X and Z relative to autosomes, 3) gene density on the X and Z relative to autosomes, and finally, we discuss previous results on 4) sex-biased gene expression on the X and Z.
One striking feature of the Drosophila X chromosome is the pattern of gene movement involving this chromosome. In all Drosophila species examined, there is an excess of genes that are duplicated via retrotransposition that move from the X chromosome to the autosomes (Betran et al. 2002; Dai et al. 2006; Meisel et al. 2009; Vibranovski et al. 2009 ). This pattern has also previously been found on the X chromosome of An. gambiae (Toups and Hahn 2010) and on the X chromosomes of multiple mammalian species (Emerson et al. 2004; Vinckenbosch et al. 2006; Potrzebowski et al. 2008 ), though it is only detected in two of the four Teleopsis species examined (Baker and Wilkinson 2010) .
As an excess of movement off the X has already been observed in D. melanogaster and An. gambiae, we examined the movement of retrogenes in the Tr. castaneum genome by comparing the location of parent and daughter genes (see Materials and Methods). We found a highly significant pattern of excess retrotransposition from the X chromosome to the autosomes in Tr. castaneum (P , 10
À29
; table 2), consistent with previous results from XY systems. This excess movement in an independently evolved X chromosome further suggests that gene traffic off the X may be a nearly Independent Origins of Insect Sex Chromosomes · doi:10.1093/molbev/mss010 MBE universal feature of this chromosome, especially as it occurs even in newly evolved X chromosomes (i.e., neo-Xs; Meisel et al. 2009 ). Interestingly, similar analyses of the Z chromosome in B. mori and the chicken genome (also a ZW system) revealed no significant patterns of movement, indicating that X-biased retrotransposition appears to be a specific property of species with XY chromosome systems (Hillier et al. 2004; Toups et al. 2011) . Again, no significant deviations in the results were found when Blast, clustering, or sequence identity parameters were changed.
Previous studies have shown more codon bias in D. melanogaster for genes that are X-linked, regardless of whether they are sex biased in expression (Hambuch and Parsch 2005; Singh et al. 2005) . The fact that more codon bias for X-linked genes was also found in D. pseudoobscura and C. elegans suggested that this might be a universal property of X chromosomes (Singh et al. 2005) . Two hypotheses based on population genetic models have been put forward to explain this pattern: either the strength of selection on translational efficiency is greater on the X due to dosage balance constraints or the effective number of males is much smaller than the effective number of females, making selection for optimal codons on the X more efficient (synonymous changes are assumed to be codominant, precluding an advantage for hemizygous selection against recessive mutations ; Singh et al. 2005) . If the former hypothesis is correct, we would not expect to see more codon bias on either the Tr. castaneum X or the B. mori Z chromosome, as both lack global dosage compensation (Zha et al. 2009; Prince et al. 2010) . (Note that hypertranscription of the X, as is observed in Tr. castaneum, may be an intermediate step in the evolution of dosage compensation, but that this does not affect the predictions of the model.) If the latter hypothesis is correct, we would only expect to see more codon bias on the Tr. castaneum X, assuming the effective number of males is lower in all species considered. For both hypotheses, we expect An. gambiae to closely resemble D. melanogaster.
We compared codon usage among all chromosomes in each of the four species with heteromorphic sex chromosomes considered here, using the ENC statistic (Wright 1990) . Smaller values of ENC mean that fewer synonymous codons are being used, which indicates more codon bias, whereas the opposite is true for larger values of ENC. As expected, the X chromosomes of An. gambiae and D. melanogaster show a lower average ENC per gene than all autosomes (P , 0.0001; fig. 3 ). However, the X chromosome Pease and Hahn · doi:10.1093/molbev/mss010 MBE in Tr. castaneum and the Z chromosome in B. mori have a significantly higher ENC than their respective autosomes, indicating less codon bias (P , 0.0001; fig. 3 ). It is clear from the data shown in figure 3 that the average codon bias on autosomes is approximately the same for all four species, with only An. gambiae autosomes showing slightly lower ENC than the other taxa. Such comparisons indicate that it is changes in codon bias on the sex chromosomes that differentiate these species and not a genome-wide change in codon usage bias. As outlined above, these results are consistent with a role for dosage compensation on the dipteran X chromosomes driving the increased codon bias, as there does not appear to be dosage compensation on either the Tr. castaneum X or the B. mori Z chromosome (but see Walters and Hardcastle 2011) . Overall, our results show that increased codon bias is not a general pattern of X chromosome (or homogametic sex chromosome) evolution. As discussed above, analyses of vertebrate genomes have found lower gene densities on the X and Z chromosomes as compared to autosomes in the same species (Ross et al. 2005; Bellott et al. 2010) . We reasoned that this pattern could be a universal feature of homogametic sex chromosomes and therefore asked whether there were consistent differences in the gene densities of insect X and Z chromosomes as compared to autosomes. We found that only D. melanogaster and An. gambiae had significantly lower gene densities on the sex chromosome (P , 0.001; table 1). In B. mori, gene density was actually higher on the Z chromosome and in Tr. castaneum the density was lower but was not significant (P 5 0.97 and P 5 0.88, respectively; no such comparison can be made for the haplodiploid N. vitripennis). One complication of this analysis is that we do not know whether lower gene density was present in the common ancestor of D. melanogaster and An. gambiae or whether it evolved along both lineages as the sex chromosomes became differentiated. Knowing the gene density on Ae. aegypti chromosome 1-which is homologous to the X chromosomes of the other Dipterans-or on the convergently evolved X chromosome of Te. dalmanni would help to answer this question; unfortunately, neither species has a genome assembly of sufficient quality to allow us to calculate gene density. Regardless, results from the species with relatively high-quality assemblies reveal a heterogeneous pattern of convergent evolution; some lineages have evolved lower gene densities and some have not.
Finally, a deficit of male-biased (and especially testisbiased) genes exists on the X chromosomes of all Drosophila species examined (Parisi et al. 2003; Sturgill et al. 2007) . Previous studies have found that this pattern does not hold on the X chromosomes of Te. dalmanni (Baker and Wilkinson 2010) , most mammals (Rinn and Snyder 2005) , the B. mori Z (Arunkumar et al. 2009 ), or the An. gambiae X (Hahn and Lanzaro 2005) , although a more recent report has found a deficit in An. gambiae (Baker et al. 2011 ). The X chromosome of Tr. castaneum has both a deficit of male-biased genes and an excess of female-biased genes, a pattern not seen in Drosophila (Prince et al. 2010 ). In fact, as mentioned earlier, the X chromosome of mammals has an excess of testis-biased genes (Bellott et al. 2010) , as do the Z chromosomes of birds (Storchova and Divina 2006; Bellott et al. 2010) and Lepidoptera (Arunkumar et al. 2009 ). When considered together with the convergent patterns of gene movement across X chromosomes (including Tr. castaneum), it is clear that the movement of male-and testis-biased genes off X chromosomes is not sufficient to drive the observed underrepresentation of male-biased genes on X chromosomes. This result should not be surprising given that the number of male-biased genes ''missing'' from the Drosophila X is an order-of-magnitude larger than the excess number of genes moving off the X (Betran et al. 2002; Parisi et al. 2003; Sturgill et al. 2007; Meisel et al. 2009; Vibranovski et al. 2009 ). Although we do not know why some aspects of X chromosomes appear to be universally present-even when they must have evolved convergently in multiple lineages-it is clear that not all distinctive features of X chromosomes are shared across taxa.
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